ABSTRACT. This paper demonstrates a Remez exchange algorithm applicable to approximation of real-valued continuous functions of a real variable by polynomials of degree smaller than n with various linear restrictions. As special cases are included the notion of restricted derivatives approximation (examples of which are monotone and convex approximation and restricted range approximation) and the notion of approximation with restrictions at poised Birkhoff data (examples of which are bounded coefficients approximation, e-interpolator approximation, and polynomial approximation with restrictions at Her mite and "Ferguson-At kinson-Sharma" data and pyramid matrix data). Furthermore the exchange procedure is completely simplified in all the cases of approximation with restrictions at poised Birkhoff data. Also results are obtained in the cases of general linear restrictions where the Haar condition prevails. In the other cases (e.g., monotone approximation) the exchange in general requires essentially a matrix inversion, although insight into the exchange is provided and partial alternation results are obtained which lead to simplifications.
tions. As special cases are included the notion of restricted derivatives approximation (examples of which are monotone and convex approximation and restricted range approximation) and the notion of approximation with restrictions at poised Birkhoff data (examples of which are bounded coefficients approximation, e-interpolator approximation, and polynomial approximation with restrictions at Her mite and "Ferguson-At kinson-Sharma" data and pyramid matrix data). Furthermore the exchange procedure is completely simplified in all the cases of approximation with restrictions at poised Birkhoff data. Also results are obtained in the cases of general linear restrictions where the Haar condition prevails. In the other cases (e.g., monotone approximation) the exchange in general requires essentially a matrix inversion, although insight into the exchange is provided and partial alternation results are obtained which lead to simplifications. 1 . Introduction, preliminaries and examples. This paper demonstrates a Remez exchange algorithm applicable to approximation of real-valued continuous functions of a real variable by polynomials of degree smaller than n with various linear restrictions. In [2] existence and uniqueness results were proved in this setting. As special cases are included the notion of restricted derivatives approximation (examples of which are monotone and convex approximation and restricted range approximation) and the notion of approximation with restrictions at poised Birkhoff data (examples of which are bounded coefficients approximation, e-interpolator approximation, and polynomial approximation with restrictions at Hermite and "Ferguson-Atkinson-Sharma" data and pyramid matrix data).
The key to the uniqueness theory is a generalized Haar condition [2, p. 310] . A new condition called nearly Haar is introduced in the present paper and plays an important role in the development of a Remez exchange algorithm which is shown to converge to the best approximation in this general setting (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). Furthermore, the method of exchange can be completely simplified (see §4) in all the cases of approximation with restrictions at uniform rank « (see Definition A) Birkhoff data (e.g., bounded coefficients approximation, restricted range approximation with bounded coefficients and, more generally, approximation with pyramid restrictions) and/or with interpolatory restrictions at poised Birkhoff data. The exchange is as simple as the familiar Tchebycheff exchange in the unrestricted case (which is also the same as in the case of restricted range approximation [13] ). Also, results are obtained in the cases of general linear restrictions where the Haar condition prevails (see §4). In the other cases (e.g., monotone approximation) the exchange in general requires essentially a matrix inversion. Even here, however, a complete insight into the exchange and why it does not simplify to the same extent as in the case of bounded coefficients approximation is explained (see §4). Nevertheless partial alternation results are obtained which lead to simplifications in the exchange.
In [5] P. J. Laurent proves the convergence of a Remez exchange algorithm for one-sided (see Note 5 of §3) restricted approximation assuming the usual Haar condition, which is not, however, satisfied, for example, in the case of restricted derivatives approximation (e.g., monotone and convex approximation). In [13] G. D. Taylor and M. J. Winter prove the convergence of a Remez algorithm for two-sided Restricted Range Approximation. By combining these two methods we obtain the convergence of a Remez algorithm for two-sided restricted approximation provided the ordinary Haar condition is satisfied (Theorem 3.1). Further, by use of the nearly Haar condition we can approximate the problem in the more general setting (e.g., restricted derivatives approximation) by a discrete problem in which the Haar condition holds (Theorem 3.2).
Laurent's results do apply to the case of discrete uniform rank n Birkhoff data (see Note 5 of §3) but the exchange still involves a matrix inversion. In §4 (Theorems 2, 3, 6, 7) it is seen, as mentioned above, that in this case (and even if the data is not discrete) the exchange can be completely simplified.
In the following the setting and background of our investigation is described in detail.
Let E denote a compact subset of the real line and let CE denote the real space of real-valued continuous functions on E with the usual supremum norm II • lle or II • II. Let Vn be an «-dimensional subspace of CE. For some fixed index space A, let {La}aGA be a compact space (usual norm) of linear functionals defined on V, such that, for each p in Vn, Lap is a continuous function on A, where A inherits the norm topology of {La}aeA. Now set V^={pEVn;la<Lap<ua,aEA}, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use THE REMEZ EXCHANGE ALGORITHM 105 where la and utt are extended-real-valued functions on A and la < +°°, ua > -°°, la and ua are finite on closed sets relative to which they are continuous, and la < ua. We assume, moreover, that la = ua impUes a is an isolated point of A.
Let ex represent point evaluation at x in E. Now consider any fixed / in CE -Vq with the restriction that if La = ex for some a in A and some x inE, then la </(*) < ua. We are concerned then with approximating / by elements of PSWe showed in [2] that, if V% is not empty and Vn satisfies a generalized Haar condition, then there exists a unique best approximation p in Vq to /.
For the treatment in this paper we will need an additional hypothesis on V" which is satisfied by all the examples in question.
Definition A. If any fcth order subset of {A^JJLV has rank k, we will say {AyjLV nas uniform rank k, i.e., J^mlafNt = 0 implies all a;-= 0. We will also say the (« + l)-tuple (A/,, N2,. . . , Nn +,) has uniform rank k.
Definition B. V is called nearly Haar on Í2 = {La}a£A U {ex}x&E provided the set of «-tuples (Rv R2,.... Rn) E Í2", where the R¡ are linearly dependent, forms a closed nowhere dense subset of Í2" (or alternatively the set of (« + l)-tuples (Rv R2,. . . , Rn + 1) E nn + l which do not have uniform rank n forms a closed nowhere dense subset of Í2n+1).
Definition. V" is called Haar (on SI) if any distinct « elements in Í2 are linearly independent, i.e. any set of « + 1 distinct elements in S2 has uniform rank n.
We now give several examples, the first two of which will be seen to be special cases of Example 3. Existence and uniqueness of best approximation in all these examples was shown in [2] as a consequence of the fact that a generalized Haar condition held. We emphasize that the above stated Haar condition emplies the generalized Haar condition and therefore uniqueness of best approximation holds from Vq whenever Vn is Haar (on Í2). For bibliographical references to previous work on these examples, see [2] . In the sequel P"_i will represent the space of real polynomials of degree no larger than « -1, i.e. Pn_i -
Example 1 (Monotone Approximation). Let (e0, ex,..., e^) be a (q + l)-tuple with elements equal to ±1 and let {k^f-Q be a fixed set of q + 1 integers satisfying 0<kQ<kl<-• • < kq < « -1. "Monotone Approxima- These two examples are seen to be special cases of the following example.
Example 3 (Restricted Derivatives Approximation). Let {k¡}^-0 be a fixed set of q + 1 integers satisfying 0 < fc0 < fcx <•••<&<« -1.
Consider approximation in C[a, b] by the set AT = {p G Pn_ ¡ ; ¡¡(x) < p ' (x) < wf(x), i = 0, 1, .. ., q}, where l¡(x) < +°° and u¡(x) > -°° are finite on closed sets relative to which they are continuous, and l¡(x) < «,(x) on [a, b], i = 0, 1.q. Also assume that if k0 = 0, then /0(x) </(x) < u0(x), and if k¡ > 0, then /f(x) and u¡(x) are either differentiable or identically infinite on
Restricted Derivatives Approximation fits into our scheme as follows. First let E = [a, b] and let A = U%0((x> 0>x e &}> endowed with the obvious topology. Let Vn =Pn_1. Then for each a = (x, i) EA, we have Lttp = p^ki'(x). Next we set la = l¡(x), ua = u¡(x) for all a = (x, i) in A, and we find that N = V% = {p G Vn; la < Lap < ua, a E A}.
One can check that the remaining conditions hold. Surely {Ltt = ej, where ej denotes point evaluation at x of the k¡Üi derivative} is a compact set in the dual of Vn, Lap = p^ ''(x) is a continuous function on A for each p in V", and if La = ex for some a in A and some x in E, then la </(x) < ua.
The fact that Vn is nearly Haar follows immediately from well-known properties of (« -l)st degree algebraic polynomials (see [4] ).
Example 4. Let E be any compact subset of the real line and let V C CE. Further consider s elements i1, L2,. .. , Ls in the dual of Vn such that for each choice of r functionals L'x, L'2,. . ., L'r, {¡J1, Ü2,... , Ür, ex , ex ,.. . , ex } is an independent set for every choice of n -r points {xr+l, xr+2,. .. , xn}, r < s, provided eXf ¥*Lil, i = 1, 2,. .. , r,j = r + 1, ...,«.
Let K£ = {p G Vn; l¡ < Up < u¡, i = 1, 2.s}. V" is Haar on fi by definition.
This example fits into our scheme where A ={1,2, ... ,s} with the discrete topology.
Applying Example 4, we have the following three specific examples:
Example 5 (Bounded Coefficients Approximation). Let {^}f=0 be a fixed set of q + 1 integers satisfying 0<:kQ<kl<---<kq<n-l. and 0 </ < m¡ -1} where {ai;} is a set of real numbers and {mi}k-l is a set of positive integers such that ^k=1m¡ < n. Uniqueness of best approximation to / G {/G C[a, b] ; f(x¡) = al0, 1 < i < k} by elements of K was proved in [7] . (Letting V'p = p^\x¡), we have the linear independence required in Example 4 as a result of Theorem C in [2] .) Also from Theorem D in [2] , it is clear how we can generalize the set K of Example 7. Also in [7] , a Remez exchange algorithm was shown to converge in the case of strictly Hermite data. ?" = That is, a is 1 at lower extrema and -1 at upper extrema. Then define Sc {o(R)R;RES'}.
The following characterization theorem is a restatement of Theorem 3.8.5 in [5] for the present setting (and holds, it should be emphasized, in the absence of any Haar conditions). Theorem 1. p isa best approximation to f if and only if 0 is in the convex hull of some k (< « + 1) members of S"; i.e., 0 = SjLjX^ where N¡ E Sa,Xi>0,/= 1, 2, ...,*<« + 1.
Examples. Examples of this theorem are found in many of the works on constrained approximation (e.g., in the case of Monotone Approximation see [8, Notation. N = ±ex will indicate that W(f -p)\ =lf-pl. N= ±Ltt will indicate that NES" but N=t ±ex.
In the case where k = n + 1 and {#,}"_* ' has uniform rank «, then in Theorem 1, the quantity d is related to the linear combination / = EJL+'XfiVj (assuming 2jv7=±e-Xj = 1) via the following restatement of Theorem 35. Then subtracting (3) from (1) yields the result. Note 3. Computationally the above exchange involves an n x « matrix inversion to determine {a)}JLj and a linear search to determine X-1 = max^j/X;. Note 4. If V" is Haar on S2 then X¡ -a, for exactly one i. Note 5. The Haar condition imposed in [5, p. 140] in the discussion of constrained approximation precludes both La and -Z,a from being restraining functionals, since Lap = 0 implies (-La)p = 0. Thus the imposition of both an upper and lower restriction on the same functional La, i.e. la < Lap and -ua < (-La)p is not allowable. This theory therefore does not yield as an example the Remez algorithm for ordinary restricted (both above and below) range approximation, obtained in [13] . ([5, p. 149, Proposition 3.9.6] does not hold if both La and -La occur because then X£a + X(-Za) = 0. The method of proof in [5] does extend, however, to upper and lower restrictions on La if La is isolated in the dual.)
The methods of [5] can, however, be combined with the methods of [13] to obtain a Remez algorithm in the general setting with upper and lower restrictions as we see in Theorem 1.
We need the following well-known result. Now all {a(A'ï.)A'/}"=11 are distinct; for if not, then by the Haar condition we can find q E V" such that (i) ifN¡ = ±La then l¡ < L¡q < u¡ if L¡ is not isolated in {La}aSA, otherwise l¡ = L¡q, and (ü) ifN¡ = ±ex then N,q = N,f.
Thus from the continuity assumptions we would have that there exists a K such that p > K implies If < Nfq < uf if Nt = ±La and W?q -Nff\ < dx if N, = ±ex. Hence q would be a better approximation to / from Vn on Eß than pM since lf-pJE» =dll>dl.
Hence all Rf = o(Nf)Nf are uniformly separated in the dual space of V", i.e., there is an r > 0 such that iRf -Rfi > r if i ¥= /. Consider now the associated (n + l)-tuples XM = (X?, X^, . . . , XJJ+1) and pick «M G V" such that Rf(hß) = o(Nf) for all / G {1,. . . , n + 1} -{/0}, where i0 is such that NfQ = ±ex. Then by Lemma 1, there is a constant C such that LfV(AM)| < C for all N E Í2. Hence since S^VW* = ° we have 2/*/0 W(V = XÍWm) where Xf0 < 1. Thus S.^Xf < C, whence S^Xf < C + 1. We can therefore assume by taking subsequences if necessary that XM converges to X = (Xj, X2,...,X"+1). ThusP1 = XM .^M = 0on V implies that / = X • N = 0 on V". But X * 0 since then dM ■ /M(0 would converge to 0, while dli>d1> 0.
Therefore, since 0 = SJ^Xffy, where SX,. > 0 and {a(N¡yy¡}p'1l are all distinct, we have that all \¡ > 0, i = 1,2,... , « + 1, again by the Haar assumption. Thus if s = inf Xj1-1"!, then s > 0, and we conclude that lim^,» 11/ -pßiE -dp < 0 and limM_>0OmaxAr_±L<y.A'{/ -PM) < 0. Now dM increases tod' <d and so llp^l^ < 11/11 + d'. Thus pM has a subsequence which converges uniformly to p# which satisfies 11/ -p Jl^ < d' < d and /a < Lap+ < ua for all a E A.
Hence p* = p the best approximation to / and d' = d.
Since therefore any subsequence of the p" has again a subsequence which converges uniformly to p, so does pv. O Note 6. The argument in the proof of Theorem 1 extends to show that in fact all Rv. = o(N^)NÎ are uniformly separated and thus that all Xj" are uniformly bounded, not just for the subsequence p = Pk.
Definition. If ty. is a finite subset of Í2 such that sup inf Iko -oj II <r, 1 r 2 r then Í2r is called a discretization of Í2 with mesh size r. If any n arbitrary distinct elements of Í2r are linearly independent over Vn, then S2r is called nonsingular. Note 7. If V" is nearly Haar, the probability that a random fir is singular is 0. By a modification and generalization of the argument in [6] (see also [3, p. 84 ff]) we obtain the following result in case V" =P"_1.
Theorem 2. IfPn_l is nearly Haar on SI then the sequence prv generated by the Remez algorithm on any nonsingular discretization £lr converges to the best approximation pr. Furthermore if the sequence rm tends to zero, pTm con-verges uniformly to the best approximation p.
Proof. P"_t is Haar on each Í2r and so prv converges to pr by Theorem 1. We claim first that the pm = prm are uniformly bounded on E. Let Em = t*'>'x e nrm}-Then W*) ~ Pn,00hm < W*Em < "^ "" VI-î But then 11/-p0ll = 11/-pll + e implies p is a better approximation than p on Em , a contradiction. Hence if-p0B = I/-pll which implies p0 = p by the uniqueness of best approximation. Thus every subsequence of pm has a subsequence converging to p and so pm = pr"» converges to p. D Note 8. In practice a discretization Í2r may not be checked beforehand to be nonsingular. And in fact if the elements of Í2r are chosen in a symmetric fashion which corresponds to a symmetry in the function /, the likelihood that Slr is singular increases.
Í2r may, however, be adjusted as the Remez algorithm proceeds so that it may become nonsingular at least with respect to the sets of elements in the (« + l)-tuples appearing as extremal sets S° in the algorithm. This may be done as follows.
After for/ = 0, 1,. . . , «i -2. The «-incidence matrix E is said to be poised if the set of « linear functionals {L{'> et¡ = 1} is linearly independent on P"_,.
In the following four statements of theorems, suppose that the «-incidence matrix E satisfies the Pólya conditions. Theorem A (Pólya and Whittaker, see [4] ). Ifk = 2, then E is poised. By combining the proofs of Theorems B and C given by Ferguson, we can get the following result, which has also been given by Atkinson and Sharma (see [2] ). Theorem E (Ferguson [4] ). // the n-incidence matrix E is a pyramid matrix satisfying the Pólya conditions, then E is poised with respect to the order-
We will determine completely the signs of the coefficients a¡ in the dependency 0 = 2,mt.\amRm where {Rm}mVi is any set of derivative evaluations (e(..) whose (« + IVincidence matrix is a pyramid matrix satisfying the strong Pólya conditions. This then will yield a simple alternation scheme completely simplifying the Exchange Procedure in a large class of linearly restricted approximation problems where V is Haar on Í2 including, for example, Bounded Coefficients Approximation.
Notation. The situation of the preceding paragraph will be referred to in the sequel as the pyramid situation, and we will say R = (Rlt R2.Rn + 0 EPMn. We will also assume R EPMn is ordered so that if R = e¡x then Ru+\~ e'x{ or ex+1 wnere / ^ / if í < 'o and otherwise / > j.
We first recall the fundamental Tchebycheff result. G hi then S has uniform rank n. Moreover, if0= 2£,+,lfl& R¡ and 0 -S^V^Ä and ajjîj > 0 then aß, > 0 (/ * 1,2.n + 1). In fact if A£+1 denotes the subset of A"+1 of (n + Yytuples with uniform rank n, then A£+1 is divided into equivalence classes (components) so that S and Tare in the class if and only if there is a continuum between S and T lying in AJJ+1.
Theorem 1 (Tchebycheff alternation). If M is an m-dimensional
The following result is a lemma in the development of the final result on the pyramid situation. It yields the alternation scheme for the important special case of Bounded Coefficients Approximation and the method of proof generalizes to other approximation schemes (see Theorem 5). Theorem 2. Consider the special case of the pyramid situation with Rm = ex where 0 = x0 < x, < • • • < xk and j = 0for 1 < i < k. Then sign(eg) • àgn(el0) = (-1)'-9+! where q and I are adjacent (i.e., no j lies between q and l). Furthermore sign(ex.) sign(ex ) = -1 a«cf ife0 $ {Rm} and q is the smallest integer such that e\ E {Rm}, then sign(eg) sign(e ) = (-1)*-1. Then signfeg) sign(e'6) = -1 where q and I are adjacent (i.e., no j lies between q and t). Furthermore sign(ev) sign(t\_ ,) = -1. Ifeb# {Rm} and q is the smallest integer such that eqb E{Rm}, then sign(t?psign(eJCfc) = -l.
Example.
+ -+ -+5 -6 +10 -11 +12 -is e e • • • e e e. e. e. e. e. e. The following lemma provides a useful method for determining the signs of the coefficients in (1) in many cases of restraints at Birkhoff data. Lemma 3. Suppose R E PM" and e¡ and e¡,, . are entries in R with signs -and + respectively, and such that ifV_ follows e'ril , in the ordering, .
*r xt+1 then l>j. Let R be the (n + \)-tuple coinciding with R except that ex is replaced by ej+l. Then either (i) R' E PMn and sign(Kj) = sign^R,) ifR¡ * ex¡, or (ii) R' less e!x belongs to PMn_i where each j is replaced by j -1.
Proof. That R' EPM" or R' -{e*x¡} EPMn_l is immediate from the "/ >/" condition. Then write *. -r iw. +(siaTiia-k+ « K " "e" ' ■^ -ß(h) j , k=2 \ h / '* where 0 < h < x¡+1 -x¡ and S' denotes 2k=2 minus the two terms where Rk = e' and ex.+n. Then sign ak(h) = sign ak(x¡+1 -x¡) and sign ß(h) = sign ß(xl+1 -x¡), since none of ak(h) and ßQi) can have a zero for 0 < h < xl+1 -x¡. This follows since R(h) = R with ex replaced by ex+h remains in PMn and thus has uniform rank «. But also ai-ZV. + i^+aí1.
with all coefficients nonzero except perhaps y. Since (el . . -ei)/h approaches e'x weakly in A, the dual of V", a finite dimensional space, the convergence is also norm convergence in A. Hence ak(h) converges to ak whence sign ak = sign ak(xl+ j -x¡) and pYA) converges to ß whence sign ß = sign ß(xl+ j -x¡). D Example A. In the situation of Theorem 2, by repeated application of Lemma 3 the functionals e may be replaced by derivative evaluation functional at a single point, say x,, i.e., we may replace ev by ei'-1*, 1 < i < k. To il-1 ■*( *1 lustrate this consider the following example.
Note that the signs -, +, a, t of the functionals ex , e0, e\, e\ do not change.
Thus as an alternative in the proof of Theorem 2 we can examine the Vandermonde matrix
ThenF(s) = 2*=1a/n(s)m_1xi1-m + 1,where (s)M_1 =s(s-l)---(s-m +1). Without loss of generality take x, = 1. ThusFis) = S* =i otm(s)m_l = pk(s) where pk(s) is a kth degree algebraic polynomial whose only zeros are at the k -1 points s where 8, = 0.
Lemmas 1-3 give rise to a technique for solving the alternation problem for an arbitrary pyramid situation (R G P).
Example. Suppose we are given the following, R = (Rl.Rs) G PMn, and we wish to determine all the signs, given that sign(K4) = 1. An examination of this example indicates immediately the proof of the following alternation scheme for the general pyramid situation. We refer to the topmost row of functionals at each stage as the determining block.
Theorem 3. Consider the general pyramid situation (R G PMn). Let Rk = ex and Rk+i = eXg and a = sign(Rfc) sign(Rfc+1). Ifr<j, then a = (-l)i-r+1, while ifr>j, then a = -1. Note. The exchange is made so that the alternation pattern is preserved. The exchange is done exactly as in the case of Bounded Coefficients Approximation on the "left side" of the pyramid while the ordinary alternation pattern holds on the "right side" of the pyramid.
Corollary
4. By Lemma 2, if RE PMn then the alternation scheme of Theorem 3 also holds for any S in the same component as R in A" +1. For example we can replace each Rm = e¡x by Sm = /!!»( )^ dpit where p7 is a positive measure such that the convex hull of its support c¡ contains x¡ and such that none of the c» intersect. is an open neighborhood of total length S containing each x such that M¡ = ex. So since the best approximation p to / from V¿ exists and is unique (see [2] ) and since p(x) -f(x) for M¡ = ex, we see that the extremal set of the best approximation to/from V%~m lies outside some N6 . Hence the Remez algorithm can be applied where Í2 = {ex}xBE and 50 is sufficiently small. Note. Theorem 6 can be strengthened by removing the requirement that ei and e'j*! not both belong to T and requiring instead that after adding some auxiliary functionals exl. l to T to form even blocks (see Theorem D) the number of elements in the augmented set T equals « + 1.
In the case of Theorem 6 note that the auxiliary extremals are the same auxiliary functionals occurring in the uniqueness results [2] . In fact we have the following result. If n = r + s, the alternation pattern is again that of Theorem 3 among all the functionals excluding ¿1 which itself appears with a positive coefficient in (4) .
If n + 1 = r 4-s, the alternation pattern is the same as in (ii) with exactly one exception.
Proof. In case (i), the functionals are of pyramid type. In case (ii) if r + s<n, then adding e£'+ ' would lead to a poised system making the dependency (4) impossible. Thus r + s>n. If r + s = n, the conclusion follows from Theorem 8. Ifr + s = « + l, then exchange one of the functions, say ex in (4) with ±e{,'+ ' by the Exchange Procedure so that e^. remains with positive coefficient (and all the other functionals have the same sign as in (4)). One of either +e/i+1 or -e'i+1 will accomplish this, for if both replaced e1', then we Xf Xj ; +1 • would have two essentially different dependencies involving ej and the other functionals. But this is an impossibility, for the other functionals less e^. have rank « and e£i+1 can therefore be written in terms of them in exactly one way. Then T U {e{*} -{e* } satisfies condition (i) of Theorem 9 by Theorem D. Thus, ignoring ez,, we see that the alternation pattern is the same as in (ii). G Examples. Theorems 8 and 9 reveal the alternation patterns for all the twelve examples in [6] . For example in [6, Example 5], we have that in the case of convex approximation where fix) = In 2.1 -ln(jr + 1.1) on [-1, 1] and « = 6, the extremal set is {t_v «F_ 9, t_ 6, t\, t 6, Wv t\} and in accordance with Theorem 9, if either t _ 6 or t 6 is suppressed, the remaining functionals (ignoring e\) alternate as in the pyramid case. (±e\ would replace either e_ 6 or e" 6 in the Exchange Procedure.)
Another interpretation of the alternation scheme in Theorem 9 would be that if t = 1 and « + 1 = r + s, then e7' acts like the functional which would *i make the functionals of pyramid type. In the example mentioned just above, for instance, t\ acts like Ix where -.6 < jt < .6 (e.g. take jr = 0).
In all the examples in [6] where t = 1 and « + 1 = r + s, e^. acts like ±ex in the above sense. If this were always the case we could always predict which functional e^ would replace in the Exchange Procedure as long as t = 0 and we could simplify the exchange. This need not be the case, however. Consider the following extremal configuration during Monotone Approximation by P3 where the cubic p3 (unique up to scalar multiple) is drawn through points symbolized by 1,2, 5, where c denotes the point between 2 and 5 where p'3(c) = 0 and ë denotes an extremal to exchange. I 2 3 5 + Note that 3 < c, since a3p3(3) + a4p3(4) = 0 where a3a4 < 0. Draw a new cubic t73 through e instead of 1 and let q'3(c') = 0. We can always assume that 3 was close enough to c so that switching from p3 to q3 caused c to be on the opposite side of 3 as was c. Hence c < 3 and so ë clearly cannot replace 1 but must instead replace either 5 or 3 (by Theorem 9 there is alternation among the ex with only one exception). Thus we end up with the following configuration.
--+ -or --+ -+ + Thus even if t = 0 it cannot be predicted which functional is replaced by e^I from the alternation scheme. And also if t = 1 and ë is to replace some ë . it cannot in general be determined which one without going through the Exchange Procedure. There are, however, some cases when the rule of exchange is obvious. For example in the configuration 1 2 3 5 + 4 if t occurs between 3 and 5, then surely e will replace 4. We conclude by pointing out that for all the approximation problems discussed in this paper if there is exactly one extremal (« + l)-tuple N = (Nv N2, .
• ., Nn + j) with distinct entries for / and p then, in the Remez algorithm N" = (iVj, N2.Nvn+l) converges to N. We conclude, therefore, by noting the following result.
Theorem 10. For any approximation problem discussed in this paper, if there is exactly one extremal (n + \)-tuple N = (Nv N2,. . ., Nn+1) with distinct entries for f and p the best approximation, then in the Remez algorithm,
